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Abstract. In order to improve the reliability and the long life cycle of the lip seals, comprehensive
consideration of the liquid film cavitation and JFO mass conservation boundary conditions, the geometry
model of the oil seal with micro-diamonds textured on the shaft surface is given, and its mathematical
model is built, the relevant numerical calculation method is used, eventually that the film pressure
distribution and the micro diamond pores structure parameters effect on the seal performance are obtained
under the different operating conditions. The results showed that the dynamic pressure effect caused by the
diamond pores can make the oil film pressure field between the axial surface and the lip produced regular
axial and radial wave change. At the same time, the change of working conditions strengthen or weaken the
change law of the oil film pressure field, so which make the reliability of the liquid pressure, lubricating
property and pump suction effect also change accordingly. The size, shape and pores direction of the microdiamonds texture have great influence on the oil seal performance and lubrication characteristics, which can
help to reduce the leakage rate, control the pump suction direction, stable the liquid pressure and reduce the
friction. In order to improve the stability of the liquid film and pump suction effect, reduce the leakage rate,
friction and wear, the axial surface micro-diamond pores texture of which the cone width ratio is 0.4-0.6,
the pores depth is 1.5-4.5μm and the tilt angle is 40°-50° shall be selected for the oil seals.

In recent years, with the continuous improvement of
many requirements for the lubrication characteristics of
the key friction and wear parts of the rotating equipment,
the micro-textured technology of the contact surfaces has
developed rapidly with its excellent lubrication
performance. At present, with the growing expansion of
high precision, cutting-edge industry, the requirements
of which the environmental protection and energy saving,
seal reliability and long life cycle of the types of lip seals
are also more and more high, so need to design and
develop long use period and better performance of the
new oil seals, which become a problem to be solved, lip
seals with axial surface micro forming technology have
been put on the agenda, and incomparable better
performances than traditional oil seals are found, the
rotate equipments in agricultural machinery, aerospace,
marine, petroleum and petrochemical industries have
been gradually put into use, and the effect is excellent.
Domestic and foreign scholars[1-7] had also carried out
a large number of theoretical and experimental studies to
reveal the micro-woven structure of the axial surface and
improve the friction lubrication mechanism between
contact surfaces, effectively improving the lubrication
performance. Moreover, it was found that the shape, size,
pores depth, pores orientation and area ratio of axial
surface micro-texture[8-14] had greatly influenced on
the lubrication performance of the oil seal. In addition,
*

the mechanism of the surface micro-modeling to which
improve the lubrication state and the sealing
performance is very complex, which is not only
dependent on its shape and structure, but also has a great
relationship with working conditions, and its internal
mechanism needs to be further revealed. In view of this,
aimed at the different coaxial surfaces microstructure
textures as the research object, which mass conservation
Reynolds governing equation is built between sealing
surfaces in this paper, and the distribution of film
pressure was analyzed, the influence of structural
parameters and operating parameters of the micro-model
textures on the sealing performance of micro-pores shaft
surface was studied, its lubrication mechanism was
delved into.

1 Model
1.1 Structure model
Fig.1 shows the assembly structure and local profile of
typical axial micro-pores texture oil seal, and the micropores can be triangles, squares, rectangles, ellipses,
diamonds and circles, etc. Along the axial and
circumferential directions, the suitable micro-pores are
uniform etched in the axis surfaces. However, there are
only two rows of micro-pores in the axial direction
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between the lip and axial surface, L is the axial length in
sealing area, h0 is the balance film thickness, h1 is the
pores depth, a and b are respectively the effective half
side length in the calculation formula for the area of
micro-pores, the side length of circulars and squares is
a=b=r, the shape factor of all micro-pores is γ ＝b/a
except the circles and squares. The angle between the
semi-long axis and the tangent direction of the rotating
axis through the pore center is α1.
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Fig.1 Schematic of the lip seal structure and local profile
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1.2 Mathematical model
It is assumed that the sealing medium is Newtonian
fluid, and its viscosity and pressure remain constant
along the direction of liquid film thickness. In
consideration of liquid film cavitation, JFO mass
conservation Reynolds control equation is adopted:
1   h3 p    rh3 p  rU  ( h )
(1)

+ 
=
2 
r   12   r  12 r 
Type in the
θ=ρ/ρl(ρ-the medium density, ρl-the medium density
in non-cavitation region), in the non-cavitation region:
θ=1，p>p cav, in the cavitation region: 0<θ<1, p=p cav. h is
the liquid film thickness; U is the rotating shaft speed; p
and pcav are respectively oil pressure and cavitation
pressure.
Assuming that the lip part and the axial surface are
smooth contact surfaces, the liquid film thickness
equation of the sealing area is as follows:

pores outside
h0
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Fig.2 Flow chart for computation

The calculation process is shown in Fig.2, the
process is as follows:
①Input the base film thickness, geometric and
operating parameters;
②Combining JFO mass conservation boundary
conditions, the finite difference method is used to
transform equation (1) into a difference equation by
discrete decomposition, and the initial pressure po is used
to solve all the coefficients of the difference equation.
③In the process of iteratively calculating pressure p,
the relaxation iteration method is used to correctly
calculate p. After repeated iterations, until the pressure
convergence criterion conforms to the given value, the
iteration is stopped and the next step is continued.
④The finally solved pressure is used to calculate
parameters such as the liquid film stiffness, opening
force and leakage rate, etc. The specific algorithm is
shown in the literature[15].

Since the micro-pores are arranged periodically on
the rotating shaft surface, the single period is selected as
the research object in Fig.1.
The mandatory boundary condition:
(3)

2 Calculation results and discussion
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(1) Structural parameters: L=100μm, h0=2.0μm,
h1=4 μm, pores number in per cycle ns=2, γ=0.5,
a=15μm, α1=0.
(2) Operating parameters: the oil side pressure p
=0.12
MPa, air side pressure pa=pi=0.1MPa, cavitation
o
pressure pc=0, shaft rotary speed U=200r/min, viscosity
of oil μ=0.01Pa.s.

(5)
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each pore is almost same under the same pressure. Q is
sorted
as Q(square)>Q(diamond)>Q(rectangle)>Q(ellipse)>Q(circle).When
the oil side pressure is less than 0.14MPa, Kz is sorted as
Kz(square)>Kz(rectangle)>Kz(diamond)>Kz(ellipse)>Kz (circle).When
the scope of po is 0.14MPa<po<0.21MPa, Kz is sorted as
Kz(square)>Kz(diamond)>Kz(rectangle)>Kz(ellipse)>Kz(circle). When
the po is greater than 0.21MPa, Kz is sorted as Kz
(square)>Kz(diamond)>Kz(ellipse)>Kz(rectangle)>Kz(circle).

When calculating and analyzing the influence of the
structure and operation parameters on the sealing
performance, the other geometric and the operating
parameters remain unchanged, except as specified.
2.1 Influence of the operating parameters on the
sealing performance
2.1.1 Impact of po

2.1.2 Influence of U
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Fig.3 Oil film pressure diagram under the change of po
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It is shown that the influence on the sealing
performance of each pore texture in oil seal zone in the
Fig.3 when po changes, the solid curve in the figure
corresponds to the vertical axis on the left, while the
virtual curve corresponds to the vertical axis on the right
(Fig.3(a)), the x-axis is shared. With the continuous
increase of the pressure, it is shown that the Kz and Fo of
the other pores texture lip seals show an increasing
tendency, except that the liquid film stiffness of the
circular texture pores tends to be horizontal linear, while
the leakage rate of all pores increases constantly with the
increase of po, that is, the stability of the liquid film
(except the circular pores) and the bearing capacity
become larger and larger, and the leakage ratio is
becoming more and more big with the increase of
po.This indicates that the static pressure effect is
increasing with the pressure difference increasing, and
the leakage rate of the all pores also increases with the
increase of the oil side pressure, while the dynamic
pressure effect of axial surface micro-pores remains
unchanged under the constant speed condition, under the
combined action of dynamic, static pressure effect and
shear effect, the pump drain effect of axial surface pores
weakens, resulting in the continuous increase of the
leakage rate. It can also be seen that the open force of
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Fig.4 Effect of U on sealing performance parameters

It is shown that the influence law of rotary speed on
the sealing performance of each pore texture in oil seal
zone in fig.4. As the chart shows, Kz and Fo of each pore
texture show a trend of linear increase with the increase
of the rotary speed, and the change range is larger,
except for the square, the Q of other pores increases with
the increase of rotating speed. The reason is that the
hydrodynamic pressure effect and pump drain effect in
the sealing area will increase significantly with the
increase of the rotary speed, therefore, the bearing
capacity and stability of the liquid film are constantly
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strengthened. In addition to the square micro-pores, the
Q of the other micro-pores also increases, however, the
increase of pump drain effect caused by square micropores with the increase of velocity is stronger than that
caused by centrifugal force. Therefore, the media which
about to be released from the sealing area will be
pumped back to the oil side in large quantities, so Q is
going to decrease as speed goes up. It can also be seen
that Fo and Kz are sorted as follows:
Fo(square)>Fo(rectangle)>Fo (ellipse)>Fo(diamond)> Fo(circle) and Kz
(square)>Kz(rectangle)>Kz(diamond)>Kz(ellipse)>Kz(circle). When Q is
less
than
570r/min,
Q(diamond)>Q(ellipse)>Q(circle>
Q(rectangle)>Q(square). In a word, considering Kz and Q
comprehensively, square and triangle micro-pores shaft
oil seals have better sealing and lubrication effect under
the same working condition.

gentle decline in the lubrication characteristics and the
stability of liquid film, and Q increases. When the h0 is
the same, it can also be seen that the Kz and Q of each oil
seal with micro-pores in the axis surface decrease
successively as: square, diamond, ellipse, triangle and
circle, and the Fo of each oil seal with micro-pores is
Fo(square)>Fo(rectangle)>Fo(ellipse)>Fo(diamond)>Fo(circle).In
conclusion, it is the best choice for better sealing
performance when h0 is 1.5-4μm.
2.2 Influence of structure parameters on sealing
performance
2.2.1 Influence of γ
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Fig.5 Effect of h0 on sealing performance parameters

1.5

The fig.5 shows the influence law of h0 change on
the sealing performance parameters in the sealing area.
As can be seen from the figure, with the increase of h0,
the Kz and Fo of each axis surface micro-pores oil seal
show a decreasing trend, while Q gradually increases.
When h0 is smaller, Kz and Fo have a large change range,
while Q has a small change range. With the increase of
h0, the change amplitude of K z and Fo decreases, and the
change amplitude of Q becomes larger. It is indicated
that h0 has a great influence on the friction lubrication
characteristics and sealing performance of the oil seal
with micro-pores in the axial surface. Due to the
influence of mixed friction, the lubrication and sealing
performance of the liquid film will be better when h0 is
relatively small. When h0 is larger, it gradually enters the
whole liquid film lubrication state, which results in a
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Fig.6 Effect of γ on sealing performance parameters

It is shown that the influence law of γ on the sealing
performance of the oil seals in fig.6. With the increase of
γ, the Fo of the oil seals with each micro-pore in shaft
surface increases gradually, and the Q decreases
gradually. Kz(rectangle) and Kz(ellipse) increase gradually, and
the Kz(diamond) decrease gradually. When γ is the same, it
can also see that the Fo and Q are ordered as follows:
and
Fo(rectangle)>Fo(ellipse)>Fo(diamond)
Q(rectangle)<Q(ellipse)<Q(diamond). When γ is greater than 0.6,
Kz(ellipse)>Kz(rectangle)>Kz(diamond). To sum up, for oil seals, if
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in the micro-pores increases and the squeezing effect
decreases, resulting in the reduction of cavitation effect,
as a result, the liquid film stiffness and leakage rate
increase first and then decrease. Considering the stability
of the liquid film in the sealing area and the sealing
reliability, the axial surface micro-pores texture interval
should be selected when the pores depth is 1.54.5μm.When the pores depth is the same, it can also be
seen that the open power and liquid film stiffness
ordering of other micro-pores except for elliptical pores
are
basically
as
follows:Fo(square)>Fo(rectangle)>Fo(diamond)>Fo(circle) and Kz
(square)>Kz (rectangle)>Kz (diamond)>Kz (circle). The order of
leakage rate is basically Q(ellipse)>Q(diamond)>Q(square)>Q
(rectangle)>Q (circle). In a word, combined with the sealing
performance of each oil seal with micro-pores, the best
effect is square, followed by triangle, diamond, circle
and ellipse.

it is required that the liquid film stability and sealing in
the sealing area are more reliable, the texture oil seals of
the diamond micro-pores when γ is 0.5-0.6 and triangle
micro-pores axial when γ is 0.8-1.0 should be selected.
2.2.2 Influence of h1
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(1) the micro-pores texture in the axial surface can
make the liquid film in the sealing area produce
significant dynamic pressure effect, which can make the
contact surface of the lip seal quickly detach from the
axial surface, and enter into the lubrication state of the
whole film, so as to avoid contact friction, thus reducing
the strict requirements on the roughness and flatness of
the axial surface. At the same time, part of the axial
surface micro-pores can produce pump drain on oil, the
leaking liquid would be back to the oil side, so the
sealing reliability can be improved.
(2) With the increase of po, the static pressure effect
will be increased which make the K z, Q and Fo increase,
and even cause oil seal failure due to leakage. With the
increase of U, the bearing capacity and stability of the
liquid film were enhanced. When h0 increases, the Q, Kz
and Fo of oil seal with diamond micro-pores in the shaft
surface reduce, and the sealing performance is the best
when h0 is 1.5-4μm.
(3) Considering the stability of the liquid film and
sealing reliability in the sealing area, axial texture oil
seals with micro-diamond pores of which h1 is 1.54.5μm and γ is 0.5~0.6, or triangular micro-pores of
which γ is 0.8~1.0 should be chosen as the best seal
under study condition. The best sealing performance of
each micro-pore is square, followed by triangle, diamond,
circle and ellipse.
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Fig.7 Effect of h1 on sealing performance parameters

It is shown that the effect of h1 on lip seal
performance in the fig.7. Results show that with the
increase of h1, the open power of other micro-pores
shows an increasing trend, except that the open power of
circular micro-pores increased first and then decreased.
As for the liquid film stiffness and leakage rate, with the
increase of pores depth, except that the liquid film
stiffness of the elliptic pores oil seal gradually decreases
and the leakage rate increases, the liquid film stiffness
and leakage rate of axial surface oil seals of other micropores all show a change trend of increasing first and then
decreasing. And the liquid film stiffness has a maximum
value at h1=1.5-2.5μm, while the leakage rate has a
maximum value at h1=2-4μm. With the increase of pores
depth, It is suggested that the dynamic pressure effect of
the liquid film increases significantly, because of the
strong cavitation, shear and extrusion effects of the
liquid film in the initial stage, when the pores depth
increases to a certain extent, the fluid hydrostatic effect
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